BANDANA BIB DESCRIPTION
Our baby bandana bibs come with all the features unique for your baby.
 Super Absorbent Drool and Teething Bibs
Our dual layer bib made of 100% organic cotton with polyester fleece as the
back layer makes it very absorbent, preventing babies’ outfit from getting
wet as a result of teething and drooling. Baby is dry all day long.
 Stylish, Soft and Comfortable Bandana Bib
A pack of 5 cute and fashionable patterns makes it a perfect combination
with baby’s outfit for any occasion and its hypoallergenic feature/nature
prevents baby’s skin from rashes. Baby is comfortable and presentable
always. Mummy needs not worry about their teething stage.
 Adjustable Nickel Free Snaps
Moms don’t have to worry about how fast our babies grow since our bibs are
specially made with two snaps which are nickel free (no itchy rash on contact
with skin) and can be adjusted as baby grows. Snaps are secure, making it
difficult for toddlers to unfasten but again easy for parents to snap on and
off. Our bib is recommended for infants and toddlers between 0-24months
laying perfectly on baby’s chest without bunching up.
 Adorable Baby Shower Gift Set
Parents will be delighted to have our drool bibs as a baby shower gift, not
only because they are cute and stylish but also because of how durable and
absorbent the fabric is. It reduces mom’s worries about their baby’s teething
and drooling stages where they must constantly change baby’s outfit
because they get wet very often. It is the best gift for new parents during
baby shower events, Christmas and all other special occasions. We
absolutely made our bibs with parents and babies in mind.
 Lifetime Guarantee
Buy with confidence because our bandana bibs come with a 100%
satisfaction guarantee, but if for any reason it doesn’t meet your current
standards, please do not hesitate to return it for a full refund or replacement.
We want to delight our customers always.

